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KEY=INTRODUCTIONS - KELLEY MAYRA
BASIC INCOME
Pelican Publishing Company 'Basic Income is an idea whose time has come, and Guy Standing has pioneered our understanding of it... Standing's analysis is vital' Paul Mason Shouldn't
everyone receive a stake in society's wealth? Could we create a fairer world by granting a guaranteed income to all? What would this mean for our health, wealth and happiness?
Basic Income is a regular cash transfer from the state, received by all individual citizens. It is an acknowledgement that everyone plays a part in generating the wealth currently
enjoyed only by a few. Political parties across the world are now adopting it as oﬃcial policy and the idea generates headlines every day. Guy Standing has been at the forefront of
thought about Basic Income for the past thirty years, and in this book he covers in authoritative detail its eﬀects on the economy, poverty, work and labour; dissects and disproves
the standard arguments against Basic Income; explains what we can learn from pilots across the world and illustrates exactly why a Basic Income has now become such an urgent
necessity.

BASIC INCOME
A GUIDE FOR THE OPEN-MINDED
Yale University Press Shouldn’t everyone receive a stake in society's wealth? Could we create a fairer world by guaranteeing income to all? What would this mean for our health,
wealth, and happiness? Basic income is a revolutionary idea that guarantees regular, unconditional cash transfers from the government to all citizens. It is an acknowledgement that
everyone plays a part in generating the wealth currently enjoyed by only a few and would rectify the recent breakdown in income distribution. Political parties across the world are
now adopting this innovative policy and the idea generates headlines every day. Guy Standing has been at the forefront of thought surrounding basic income for the past thirty
years, and in this book he covers in authoritative detail its eﬀects on the economy, poverty, work, and labor; dissects and disproves the standard arguments against basic income;
explains what we can learn from pilots across the world; and illustrates exactly why basic income has now become such an urgent necessity.

EXPLORING UNIVERSAL BASIC INCOME
A GUIDE TO NAVIGATING CONCEPTS, EVIDENCE, AND PRACTICES
World Bank Publications Universal basic income (UBI) is emerging as one of the most hotly debated issues in development and social protection policy. But what are the features of
UBI? What is it meant to achieve? How do we know, and what don’t we know, about its performance? What does it take to implement it in practice? Drawing from global evidence,
literature, and survey data, this volume provides a framework to elucidate issues and trade-oﬀs in UBI with a view to help inform choices around its appropriateness and feasibility
in diﬀerent contexts. Speciﬁcally, the book examines how UBI diﬀers from or complements other social assistance programs in terms of objectives, coverage, incidence, adequacy,
incentives, eﬀects on poverty and inequality, ﬁnancing, political economy, and implementation. It also reviews past and current country experiences, surveys the full range of
existing policy proposals, provides original results from micro†“tax beneﬁt simulations, and sets out a range of considerations around the analytics and practice of UBI.
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BASIC INCOME
A GUIDE FOR THE OPEN-MINDED
Yale University Press Shouldn't everyone receive a stake in society's wealth? Could we create a fairer world by guaranteeing income to all? What would this mean for our health,
wealth, and happiness? Basic income is a revolutionary idea that guarantees regular, unconditional cash transfers from the government to all citizens. It is an acknowledgement that
everyone plays a part in generating the wealth currently enjoyed by only a few and would rectify the recent breakdown in income distribution. Political parties across the world are
now adopting this innovative policy and the idea generates headlines every day. Guy Standing has been at the forefront of thought surrounding basic income for the past thirty
years, and in this book he covers in authoritative detail its eﬀects on the economy, poverty, work, and lab∨ dissects and disproves the standard arguments against basic income;
explains what we can learn from pilots across the world; and illustrates exactly why basic income has now become such an urgent necessity.

GIVE PEOPLE MONEY
HOW A UNIVERSAL BASIC INCOME WOULD END POVERTY, REVOLUTIONIZE WORK, AND REMAKE THE WORLD
Crown A brilliantly reported, global look at universal basic income—a stipend given to every citizen—and why it might be the answer for our age of rising inequality, persistent
poverty, and dazzling technology. Imagine if every month the government deposited $1,000 into your checking account, with no strings attached and nothing expected in return. It
sounds crazy. But it has become one of the most inﬂuential and discussed policy ideas of our time. The founder of Facebook, President Obama’s chief economist, Canada and
Finland’s governments, the conservative and labor movements’ leading intellectual lights—all are seriously debating versions of a UBI. In this sparkling and provocative book,
economics writer Annie Lowrey looks at the global UBI movement. She travels to Kenya to see how a UBI is lifting the poorest people on earth out of destitution, India to see how
ineﬃcient government programs are failing the poor, South Korea to interrogate UBI’s intellectual pedigree, and Silicon Valley to meet the tech titans ﬁnancing UBI pilots in
expectation of a world with advanced artiﬁcial intelligence and little need for human labor. Lowrey also examines the challenges the movement faces: contradictory aims,
uncomfortable costs, and most powerfully, the entrenched belief that no one should get something for nothing. The UBI movement calls into question our deepest intuitions about
what we owe each other. Yet as Lowrey persuasively shows, a UBI—giving people money—is not just a solution to our problems, but a better foundation for our society in this age of
marvels.

BASIC INCOME
A RADICAL PROPOSAL FOR A FREE SOCIETY AND A SANE ECONOMY
Harvard University Press Providing a basic income to everyone, rich or poor, active or inactive, was advocated by Paine, Mill, and Galbraith but the idea was never taken seriously.
Today, with the welfare state creaking, it is one of the world’s most widely debated proposals. Philippe Van Parijs and Yannick Vanderborght present a comprehensive defense of
this radical idea.

THE CASE FOR UNIVERSAL BASIC INCOME
John Wiley & Sons Advocated (and attacked) by commentators across the political spectrum, paying every citizen a basic income regardless of their circumstances sounds utopian.
However, as our economies are transformed and welfare states feel the strain, it has become a hotly debated issue. In this compelling book, Louise Haagh, one of the world’s
leading experts on basic income, argues that Universal Basic Income is essential to freedom, human development and democracy in the twenty-ﬁrst century. She shows that, far
from being a silver bullet that will transform or replace capitalism, or a sticking plaster that will extend it, it is a crucial element in a much broader task of constructing a democratic
society that will promote social equality and humanist justice. She uses her unrivalled knowledge of the existing research to unearth key issues in design and implementation in a
range of diﬀerent contexts across the globe, highlighting the potential and pitfalls at a time of crisis in governing and public austerity. This book will be essential reading for anyone
who wants to get beyond the hype and properly understand one of the most important issues facing politics, economics and social policy today.
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BASIC INCOME
A TRANSFORMATIVE POLICY FOR INDIA
Bloomsbury Publishing This book is available as open access through the Bloomsbury Open Access programme and is available on www.bloomsburycollections.com. Would it be
possible to provide people with a basic income as a right? The idea has a long history. This book draws on two pilot schemes conducted in the Indian State of Madhya Pradesh, in
which thousands of men, women and children were provided with an unconditional monthly cash payment. In a context in which the Indian government at national and state levels
spends a vast amount on subsidies and selective schemes that are chronically expensive, ineﬃcient, inequitable and subject to extensive corruption, there is scope for switching at
least some of the spending to a modest basic income. This book explores what would be likely to happen if this were done. The book draws on a series of evaluation surveys
conducted over the course of the eighteen months in which the main pilot was in operation, supplemented with detailed case studies of individuals and families. It looks at the
impact on health and nutrition, on schooling, on economic activity, women's agency and the welfare of those with disabilities. Above all, the book considers whether or not a basic
income could be transformative, in not only improving individual and family welfare but in promoting economic growth and development, as well as having an emancipatory eﬀect
for people long mired in conditions of poverty and economic insecurity.

UNIVERSAL BASIC INCOME IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
Springer Nature This new edited collection brings together historians and social scientists to engage with the global history of Universal Basic Income (UBI) and oﬀer historically-rich
perspectives on contemporary debates about the future of work. In particular, the book goes beyond a genealogy of a seemingly utopian idea to explore how the meaning and
reception of basic income proposals has changed over time. The study of UBI provides a prism through which we can understand how diﬀerent intellectual traditions, political
agents, and policy problems have opened up space for new thinking about work and welfare at critical moments. Contributions range broadly across time and space, from Milton
Friedman and the debate over guaranteed income in the post-war United States to the emergence of the European basic income movement in the 1980s and the politics of cash
transfers in contemporary South Africa. Taken together, these chapters address comparative questions: why do proposals for a guaranteed minimum income emerge at some times
and recede into the background in others? What kinds of problems is basic income designed to solve, and how have policy proposals been shaped by changing attitudes to gender
roles and the boundaries of social citizenship? What role have transnational networks played in carrying UBI proposals between the global north and the global south, and how does
the politics of basic income vary between these contexts? In short, the book builds on a growing body of scholarship on UBI and lays the groundwork for a much richer
understanding of the history of this radical proposal. Chapter 3 is available open access under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License via link.springer.com.

BASIC INCOME GUARANTEE
YOUR RIGHT TO ECONOMIC SECURITY
Springer A Basic Income Guarantee (BIG) is the unconditional government-ensured guarantee that all citizens will have enough income to meet their basic needs without a work
requirement. Signiﬁcant questions include: Why should we adopt a BIG? Can the U.S. aﬀord it? Why don't the current welfare programs work? Why not guarantee everyone a job?
Would anyone work if his or her income were guaranteed? Has a BIG ever been tested? This book answers these questions and many more in simple, easy-to-understand language.

FINANCING BASIC INCOME
ADDRESSING THE COST OBJECTION
Springer This Palgrave Pivot argues that basic income at a decent level is, in fact, aﬀordable. The contributors approach the topic from the perspectives of three diﬀerent
countries—Canada, Switzerland, and Australia—to overcome objections that a universal program to keep all citizens above the poverty line would be too expensive to implement.
They assess the complex array of revenue sources that can make universal basic income feasible, from the underestimated value of public program redundancies to new and so far
unaccounted publicly owned assets.
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RAISING THE FLOOR
HOW A UNIVERSAL BASIC INCOME CAN RENEW OUR ECONOMY AND REBUILD THE AMERICAN DREAM
PublicAﬀairs Advances in technology are creating the next economy and enabling us to make things/do things/connect with others in smarter, cheaper, faster, more eﬀective ways.
But the price of this progress has been a decoupling of the engine of prosperity from jobs that have been the means by which people have ascended to (and stayed in) the middle
class. Andy Stern, the former president of the Service Employees International Union (SEIU) spent four years traveling the country and asking economists, futurists, labor leaders,
CEOs, investment bankers, entrepreneurs, and political leaders to help picture the U.S. economy 25 to 30 years from now. He vividly reports on people who are analyzing and
creating this new economy--such as investment banker Steve Berkenfeld; David Cote, the CEO of Honeywell International; Andy Grove of Intel; Carl Camden, the CEO of Kelly
Services; and Geoﬀrey Canada of the Harlem Children’s Zone. Through these stories, we come to a stark and deeper understanding of the toll technological progress will continue to
take on jobs and income and its inevitable eﬀect on tens of millions of people. But there is hope for our economy and future. The foundation of economic prosperity for all
Americans, Stern believes, is a universal basic income. The idea of a universal basic income for all Americans is controversial but American attitudes are shifting. Stern has been a
game changer throughout his career, and his next goal is to create a movement that will force the political establishment to take action against something that many on both the
right and the left believe is inevitable. Stern’s plan is bold, idealistic, and challenging--and its time has come.

BASIC INCOME
THE MATERIAL CONDITIONS OF FREEDOM
Pluto Press Basic Income is a policy idea that could help us revolutionise the way we organise society. This book is the ﬁrst proper guide to basic income -- what it is, how we can
organise it, and how it can beneﬁt the majority in diﬀerent spheres of their lives.Basic Income is simply the idea that everyone in a given society has a right to a minimal income.
This is paid by the state out of taxation. Set at a subsistence level, it would take the place of unemployment and other beneﬁts. This would bring profound social changes. Anyone
could opt out of employment at any time. Those with few skills would no longer be forced to take up jobs with poor prospects, and employers oﬀering McJobs would be forced to
oﬀer better terms. And money wasted by the state in means testing and tracing beneﬁt fraud is saved The campaign in favour of basic income is growing and governments are
beginning to take notice. This is a clear, concise guide to the principles and practicalities of this revolutionary idea.

A SHARING ECONOMY
HOW SOCIAL WEALTH FUNDS CAN REDUCE INEQUALITY AND HELP BALANCE THE BOOKS
Policy Press Britain is a society increasingly divided between the super-aﬄuent and the impoverished. A Sharing Economy proposes radical new ways to close the growing income gap
and spread social opportunities. Drawing on overseas examples, Stewart Lansley argues that mobilising the huge ﬁnancial potential of Britain’s public assets could pay for a
pioneering new social wealth fund. Such a fund would boost economic and social investment, and, by building the social asset base, simultaneously strengthen the public ﬁnances. A
powerful new policy tool, such funds would ensure that more of the gains from economic activity are shared by all and not colonised by a powerful few. This is a vital new
contribution to the pressing debate on how to reduce inequality and combat austerity.

BASIC INCOME EXPERIMENTS
A CRITICAL EXAMINATION OF THEIR GOALS, CONTEXTS, AND METHODS
Springer Nature This book brings together insights and reﬂections following a set of interviews conducted with the main stakeholders involved in past, current, and future basic
income experiments. It provides an analysis of some of the major elements and factors inﬂuencing experiments, as well of some of their most important outputs understood as
results of their own experimental design, their sociological and political basis, and the epistemological status of their results. By pursuing a bottom-up strategy, where the
interviews conducted take a pivotal role in the collection and analysis phase of the book, this book gathers key questions relating to policy experiments. Some questions reﬂected
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upon include the general idea of why one should engage and implement a basic income experiment, and the paradox consisting in the fact that most basic income experiments fall
short of being closely considered “pure” basic income schemes. In facing the question and the paradox head-on, the book assesses questions of experimental design, the political
and social context surrounding the policy, and the main results and what can they tell us about basic income.

BASIC INCOME FOR CANADIANS
FROM THE COVID-19 EMERGENCY TO FINANCIAL SECURITY FOR ALL
James Lorimer & Company Before the COVID-19 pandemic, the idea of providing a basic income to everyone in Canada who needs it was already gaining broad support. Then, in
response to a crisis that threatened to put millions out of work, the federal government implemented new measures which constituted Canada?s largest ever experiment with a
basic income for almost everyone. In this new and revised edition, Evelyn L. Forget oﬀers a clear-eyed look at how these emergency measures could be transformed into a program
that ensures an adequate basic income for every Canadian. Forget details what we can learn from earlier basic income experiments in Canada and internationally. She weighs the
options, investigates whether Canadians can aﬀord a permanent basic income program and describes how it could best be implemented across the country. This accessible book
oﬀers everything a reader needs to decide if a basic income program is the right follow-up to the short-term government response to COVID-19.

A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF BASIC INCOME EXPERIMENTS FOR RESEARCHERS, POLICYMAKERS, AND CITIZENS
Springer At least six diﬀerent Universal Basic Income (UBI) experiments are underway or planned right now in the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, Finland, and Kenya.
Several more countries are considering conducting experiments. Yet, there seems to be more interest simply in having UBI experiments than in exactly what we want to learn from
them. Although experiments can produce a lot of relevant data about UBI, they are crucially limited in their ability to enlighten our understanding of the big questions that bear on
the discussion of whether to implement UBI as a national or regional policy. And, past experience shows that results of UBI experiments are particularly vulnerable
misunderstanding, sensationalism, and spin. This book examines the diﬃculties of conducting a UBI experiment and reporting the results in ways that successfully improve public
understanding of the probable eﬀects of a national UBI. The book makes recommendations how researchers, reporters, citizens, and policymakers can avoid these problems and get
the most out of UBI experiments.

PLUNDER OF THE COMMONS
A MANIFESTO FOR SHARING PUBLIC WEALTH
Penguin UK 'One of the most important books I've read in years' Brian Eno We are losing the commons. Austerity and neoliberal policies have depleted our shared wealth; our national
utilities have been sold oﬀ to foreign conglomerates, social housing is almost non-existent, our parks are cordoned oﬀ for private events and our national art galleries are sponsored
by banks and oil companies. This plunder deprives us all of our common rights, recognized as far back as the Magna Carta and the Charter of the Forest of 1217, to share fairly and
equitably in our public wealth. Guy Standing leads us through a new appraisal of the commons, stemming from the medieval concept of common land reserved in ancient law from
marauding barons, to his modern reappraisal of the resources we all hold in common - a brilliant new synthesis that crystallises quite how much public wealth has been redirected to
the 1% in recent decades through the state-approved exploitation of everything from our land to our state housing, health and beneﬁt systems, to our justice system, schools,
newspapers and even the air we breathe. Plunder of the Commons proposes a charter for a new form of commoning, of remembering, guarding and sharing that which belongs to us
all, to slash inequality and soothe our current political instability.

TAX, INEQUALITY, AND HUMAN RIGHTS
Oxford University Press For the ﬁrst time, Human Rights and Tax in an Unequal World brings together works by human rights and tax law experts, to illustrate the linkages between the
two ﬁelds and to reveal their mutual relevance in tackling economic, social, and political inequalities. Against the backdrop of systemic corporate tax avoidance, the widespread use
of tax havens, persistent pressures to embrace austerity policies, and growing gaps between the rich and poor, this book encourages readers to understand ﬁscal policy as human
rights policy, with profound consequences for the wellbeing of citizens around the world. The essays collected examine where the foundational principles of tax law and human
rights law intersect and diverge; discuss the cross-border nature and human rights impacts of abusive practices like tax avoidance and evasion; question the role of states in
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bringing transparency and accountability to tax policies and practices; highlight the responsibility of private sector actors for the consequences of tax laws; and critically evaluate
certain domestic tax rules through the lens of equality and non-discrimination. The contributing scholars and practitioners explore how an international human rights framework can
anchor debates around international tax reform and domestic ﬁscal consolidation in existing state obligations. They address what human rights law requires of state tax policies,
and what a state's tax laws and loopholes mean for the enjoyment of human rights within and outside its borders. Ultimately, tax and human rights both turn on the relationship
between the individual and the state, and thus both ﬁelds face crises as the social contract frays and populist, illiberal regimes are on the rise.

THE WAR ON NORMAL PEOPLE
THE TRUTH ABOUT AMERICA'S DISAPPEARING JOBS AND WHY UNIVERSAL BASIC INCOME IS OUR FUTURE
Hachette Books From 2020 Democratic presidential candidate Andrew Yang, a captivating account of how "a skinny Asian kid from upstate" became a successful entrepreneur, only to
ﬁnd a new mission: calling attention to the urgent steps America must take, including Universal Basic Income, to stabilize our economy amid rapid technological change and
automation. The shift toward automation is about to create a tsunami of unemployment. Not in the distant future--now. One recent estimate predicts 45 million American workers
will lose their jobs within the next twelve years--jobs that won't be replaced. In a future marked by restlessness and chronic unemployment, what will happen to American society?
In The War on Normal People, Andrew Yang paints a dire portrait of the American economy. Rapidly advancing technologies like artiﬁcial intelligence, robotics and automation
software are making millions of Americans' livelihoods irrelevant. The consequences of these trends are already being felt across our communities in the form of political unrest,
drug use, and other social ills. The future looks dire-but is it unavoidable? In The War on Normal People, Yang imagines a diﬀerent future--one in which having a job is distinct from
the capacity to prosper and seek fulﬁllment. At this vision's core is Universal Basic Income, the concept of providing all citizens with a guaranteed income-and one that is rapidly
gaining popularity among forward-thinking politicians and economists. Yang proposes that UBI is an essential step toward a new, more durable kind of economy, one he calls
"human capitalism."

IN OUR HANDS
A PLAN TO REPLACE THE WELFARE STATE
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Imagine that the United States were to scrap all its income transfer programs—including Social Security, Medicare, and all forms of welfare—and give every
American age twenty-one and older $10,000 a year for life.This is the Plan, a radical new approach to social policy that deﬁes any partisan label. First laid out by Charles Murray a
decade ago, the updated edition reﬂects economic developments since that time. Murray, who previous books include Losing Ground and The Bell Curve, demonstrates that the Plan
is ﬁnancially feasible and the uses detailed analysis to argue that many goals of the welfare state—elimination of poverty, comfortable retirement for everyone, universal access to
healthcare—would be better served under the Plan than under the current system. Murray’s goal, shared by Left and Right, is a society in which everyone, including the unluckiest
among us, has the opportunity and means to construct a satisfying life. In Our Hands oﬀers a rich and startling new way to think about how that goal might be achieved.

BATTLING EIGHT GIANTS
BASIC INCOME NOW
Bloomsbury Publishing Today in one the richest countries in the world, 60% of households in poverty have people in jobs, inequality is the highest it has been for 100 years, climate
change threatens our extinction and automation means millions are forced into a life of precarity. The solution? Basic Income. Here, Guy Standing, the leading expert on the
concept, explains how to solve the new eight evils of modern life, and all for almost zero net cost. There is a better future, one that makes certain all citizens can share in the wealth
of the modern economy. Far from being a new idea, Standing shows how the roots of basic income go back to the Charter of the Forest, one of two foundational documents of the
state – the other, sealed on the same day, being the Magna Carta. All citizens have a right to the wealth created by capitalism, and all – left or right, rich or poor – can beneﬁt from a
dynamic and ecologically grounded economy created by the guarantee of subsistence to all.
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THE CASE FOR BASIC INCOME
FREEDOM, SECURITY, JUSTICE
Between the Lines Inequality is up. Decent work is down. Free market fundamentalism has been exposed as a tragic failure. In a job market upended by COVID-19—with Canadians
caught in the grip of precarious labour, stagnant wages, a climate crisis, and the steady creep of automation—an ever-louder chorus of voices calls for a liveable and obligation-free
basic income. Could a basic income guarantee be the way forward to democratize security and intervene where the market economy and social programs fail? Jamie Swift and Elaine
Power scrutinize the politics and the potential behind a radical proposal in a post-pandemic world: that wealth should be built by a society, not individuals. And that we all have an
unconditional right to a fair share. In these pages, Swift and Power bring to the forefront the deeply personal stories of Canadians who participated in the 2017–2019 Ontario Basic
Income Pilot; examine the essential literature and history behind the movement; and answer basic income’s critics from both the right and left.

UTOPIA FOR REALISTS
HOW WE CAN BUILD THE IDEAL WORLD
Little, Brown Universal basic income. A 15-hour workweek. Open borders. Does it sound too good to be true? One of Europe's leading young thinkers shows how we can build an ideal
world today. "A more politically radical Malcolm Gladwell." --New York Times After working all day at jobs we often dislike, we buy things we don't need. Rutger Bregman, a Dutch
historian, reminds us it needn't be this way-and in some places it isn't. Rutger Bregman's TED Talk about universal basic income seemed impossibly radical when he delivered it in
2014. A quarter of a million views later, the subject of that video is being seriously considered by leading economists and government leaders the world over. It's just one of the
many utopian ideas that Bregman proves is possible today. Utopia for Realists is one of those rare books that takes you by surprise and challenges what you think can happen. From
a Canadian city that once completely eradicated poverty, to Richard Nixon's near implementation of a basic income for millions of Americans, Bregman takes us on a journey through
history, and beyond the traditional left-right divides, as he champions ideas whose time have come. Every progressive milestone of civilization-from the end of slavery to the
beginning of democracy-was once considered a utopian fantasy. Bregman's book, both challenging and bracing, demonstrates that new utopian ideas, like the elimination of poverty
and the creation of the ﬁfteen-hour workweek, can become a reality in our lifetime. Being unrealistic and unreasonable can in fact make the impossible inevitable, and it is the only
way to build the ideal world.

BASIC INCOME WORLDWIDE
HORIZONS OF REFORM
Springer In the midst of growing criticism of current economic orthodoxies and welfare systems, basic income is growing in popularity. This is the ﬁrst book to discuss existing at
examples of basic income, in both rich and poor countries, and to consider its prospects in other places around the world.

BASIC INCOME AND SOVEREIGN MONEY
THE ALTERNATIVE TO ECONOMIC CRISIS AND AUSTERITY POLICY
Springer Nature “This is a radical, thought-provoking book, which brings together debates that are often kept separate about basic income and 'sovereign money'. You might not
agree with all of it, but it makes big arguments and does so with constructive intent: that of proposing alternative ways of organising our economy and welfare states.” Nick Pearce,
Director of The Institute for Policy Research, University of Bath, UK “Though I have criticized modern money theory (MMT) for being too facile regarding the consequences of money
ﬁnanced deﬁcits, I welcome this book’s advocacy of a universal basic income. MMT proponents have focused on the problem of employment. Geoﬀ Crocker wants to shift the focus
to basic income, and I believe he is right. We are in an era of transition. Employment was the fundamental problem of the 20th century. Income distribution will be the fundamental
problem of the 21st century. We must begin transitioning the policy discourse now. In coming decades we will need both employment and basic income policy. It is good to have
MMT advocates on board.” Thomas Palley, independent economist, Washington, DC, USA "Geoﬀ Crocker's book is a very stimulating and provoking contribution to the discussion of
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how to deﬁne, identify, and ﬁnance basic income. It addresses very clearly the societal issue of a monetary basic income funding which will excite the discussion beside well --known
tax proposals, and establishes the discussion on integrating basic income directly into crisis prevention and crisis solution." Bernhard Neumärker, Götz Werner Professor of
Economic Policy & Constitutional Economic Theory and Head of Freiburg Institute for Basic Income Studies (FRIBIS) at the University of Freiburg The current economic system is
dysfunctional, characterised by crises, austerity, excessive household and government debt, low pay, poverty, inequality, and ecological damage. This needs a radical re-think and
re-engineering of the economic system. The standard explanation of the 2007 economic crisis is that banks behaved badly and governments failed to regulate. But policies of tighter
bank regulation, quantitative easing, and austerity failed, and proved counter-productive. This book challenges this orthodox view. From a careful analysis of long-term economic
data, it shows that earned income has inexorably fallen behind economic output, leading to huge increases in consumer debt, causing the crisis. Governments have sought to curtail
deﬁcit spending by socially harmful austerity policy. The answer is a universal basic income, funded by debt-free sovereign money, which also funds government social expenditure,
always limited by economic output to avoid inﬂation. This book will appeal to policy makers, academic economists, think tank networks, and everyone who is concerned with the
ongoing dysfunctionality of the current economic system.

THE PALGRAVE INTERNATIONAL HANDBOOK OF BASIC INCOME
Springer Nature “This Handbook oﬀers a timely ‘snapshot’ of the fast-moving global debates on Basic Income. Embracing a range of ideological, ethical, historical and cross-national
perspectives, it looks at the case for Basic Income through both a focused and a wide-angled lens. Rather than asserting hard and fast conclusions, it ends with the valuable
message that context is all.” —Ruth Lister, Loughborough University, UK “A must-read Handbook that provides solid foundations for the growing number of researchers,
policymakers and campaigners involved in the ongoing debate on Basic Income." —Rubén M. Lo Vuolo, the Interdisciplinary Centre for the Study of Public Policy, Argentina “A
comprehensive, competent, accessible, up-to-date picture of the current state of knowledge and debate on basic income in several disciplines and in many countries.” —Philippe Van
Parijs, the University of Louvain, Belgium A Basic Income is an unconditional regular payment for every individual. But is it desirable? And is it feasible? This Handbook brings
together scholars from various disciplines and from around the world to examine the history, characteristics, eﬀects, viability and implementation of Basic Income. A variety of pilot
projects and ideological perspectives are considered in depth.

THE ABSOLVED
Black Spot Books It's 2036. Henri is a wealthy physician, husband, father, and serial philanderer. He is also one of the relatively few people to still have a job. Automation and other
technological advances have led to unemployment so severe that many people are no longer expected to work and are now known as The Absolved. Meanwhile, it's election season,
and a candidate from a radical fringe party called the Luddites is calling for an end to the Divine Rights of Machines. After Henri is displaced from his job, two Luddite
sympathizers—whom Henri has befriended at his local bar—frame him for an anti-technology terrorist act. The prospect of Henri's salvation comes at the cost of foregoing his
guiding principles in life. This new vision for the world, after all, just might prove better than the technological advancements that, paradoxically, have left humanity out in the cold.

FAIR SHOT
RETHINKING INEQUALITY AND HOW WE EARN
Introduction -- How it happens -- The dismantling of the American dream -- Africa & back -- The precariat -- A guaranteed income for working people -- Worthwhile work -- Untethered
idealism -- Everybody likes a tax credit -- What we owe one another -- Afterword

ESSENTIALS OF BASIC INCOME
This innovative book provides a new, concise perspective on Basic Income - a regular, unconditional payment to every citizen resident in the country. This book has been rigoursly
researched and thus will appeal to academics and policy-makers, as well, as to the general reader who is concerned about the current state of social security in the UK.

UTOPIA FOR REALISTS
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HOW WE CAN BUILD THE IDEAL WORLD
Little, Brown From one of Europe's leading young thinkers, a brief history of utopia and a pragmatic manifesto for how to improve the lives of the 99 percent today A majority of
Americans report that they would take two extra weeks of vacation above two extra weeks of salary, half of all business professionals say that their work oﬀers no meaning or
signiﬁcance, and nearly half of all American jobs are at a high risk of being usurped by machines. Meanwhile, after working all day at jobs we often dislike, we buy things we don't
need. Rutger Bregman, a Dutch historian, reminds us it needn't be this way-and in some places it isn't. This guide to a revolutionary yet achievable utopia oﬀers three core ideas-a
universal basic income, a ﬁfteen-hour workweek, and open borders across the globe-each of them supported by lively anecdotes, multiple studies, and numerous success stories.
Utopia for Realists is one of those rare books that takes you by surprise and challenges what you think can happen. From a Canadian city that once completely eradicated poverty,
to Richard Nixon's near implementation of a basic income for millions of Americans, Bregman takes us on a journey through history, and beyond the traditional left-right divides, as
he champions ideas whose time have come. Utopia for Realists oﬀers the encouraging news that we really can reconstruct society with a visionary approach that is wholly
implementable. Every progressive milestone of civilization-from the end of slavery to the beginning of democracy-was once considered a utopian fantasy. Bregman's book, both
challenging and bracing, demonstrates that new utopian ideas, like the elimination of poverty and the creation of the ﬁfteen-hour workweek, can become a reality in our lifetime.
Being unrealistic and unreasonable can in fact make the impossible inevitable, and it is the only way to build the ideal world.

THE COMING AGE OF IMAGINATION
HOW UNIVERSAL BASIC INCOME WILL LEAD TO AN EXPLOSION OF CREATIVITY
Unbound Publishing Every adult paid a living wage. No strings attached. Universal basic income is a very old idea that is fast becoming the radical idea of the twenty-ﬁrst century. It
could eradicate poverty and avoid a much-predicted dystopian future of automation and high unemployment – but it could also have an unexpected eﬀect: an explosion of mass
creativity. Phil Teer draws insights from the creative and entrepreneurial eﬀects of basic income experiments and weaves them into stories of how the Romantic poets invented
consumerism; artists regenerated cities like New York, Glasgow and Berlin; and creative geniuses like David Bowie, Bob Dylan, Kurt Vonnegut, Haruki Murakami and many others
liberated their creative spirits and transformed their lives. The Coming Age of Imagination is a creative manifesto for universal basic income. When we no longer have to worry
about money, we have the opportunity to be creative on a mass scale. Simply put, basic income changes everything.

UNIVERSAL BASIC INCOME
Routledge Universal basic income is a controversial policy which is causing a stir amongst academics, politicians, journalists and policy-makers all over the world. The idea of
receiving ‘money for nothing’, with no strings attached, has for a long time appeared a crazy or radical proposal. But today, this policy is being put into practice. With more and
more trials and experiments taking place in diﬀerent countries, this book provides both the theory and context for making sense of diﬀerent basic income approaches, examining
how the policy can be best implemented. Unlike many other texts written on this topic, the book provides a balanced account of basic income, weighing up the pros and cons from a
number of diﬀerent positions. The book provides a theory chapter, enabling readers to grasp some of the complex philosophical ideas and concepts which underpin universal basic
income, such as social justice, equality and freedom. It also provides an examples chapter, which examines both historical and contemporary basic income studies to have taken
place from around the globe. The book also features chapters on the environment and the work of women, as well as an ‘against’ universal basic income chapter, which speciﬁcally
draws on the criticisms of the policy. This volume is an essential resource for anyone who wishes to get to grips with universal basic income.

A BASIC INCOME HANDBOOK
Luath Press Ltd In this informative book, Annie Miller does not only explore the idea of basic income: she exhaustively explains what it is and what it would mean to implement, using
extensive economic data. Miller starts oﬀ from a broad, existential position, outlining why the current system is no longer suitable for the times and needs to change. Her proposed
solution is a society with BI, which she ﬁrst outlines abstractly before diving into its internal workings, explaining who would be eligible for BI, what would happen to the rest of the
welfare system, and other crucial details. Miller backs up her statements with substantive economic research and analysis. She ends with a section on how to achieve a society with
BI, giving examples of pilot schemes elsewhere and discussing the politics behind implementation. Thus she brings the reader full circle from aspiring to a BI society, to seeing what
it would take to reach it.
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EMPIRICAL RESEARCH ON AN UNCONDITIONAL BASIC INCOME IN EUROPE
Springer Nature The unconditional basic income (UBI) has attracted renewed attention in academia, as well as in public discussions in recent years, and much has been written on the
possible consequences of a UBI. However, this is the ﬁrst book focusing on the UBI in Europe that oﬀers empirical research ﬁndings. It includes a survey on preferences for a UBI in
the EU; an assessment of the political feasibility of a UBI in the EU; ﬁeld studies in the Netherlands and Scotland; and the ﬁndings of laboratory experiments. Presenting
contributions from Dutch and international researchers, this book provides scientiﬁc answers to the question of whether a UBI is desirable and feasible in Europe.

A PRECARIAT CHARTER
FROM DENIZENS TO CITIZENS
A&C Black This book is available as open access through the Bloomsbury Open Access programme and is available on www.bloomsburycollections.com. Guy Standing's immensely
inﬂuential 2011 book introduced the Precariat as an emerging mass class, characterized by inequality and insecurity. Standing outlined the increasingly global nature of the
Precariat as a social phenomenon, especially in the light of the social unrest characterized by the Occupy movements. He outlined the political risks they might pose, and at what
might be done to diminish inequality and allow such workers to ﬁnd a more stable labour identity. His concept and his conclusions have been widely taken up by thinkers from Noam
Chomsky to Zygmunt Bauman, by political activists and by policy-makers. This new book takes the debate a stage further, looking in more detail at the kind of progressive politics
that might form the vision of a Good Society in which such inequality, and the instability it produces, is reduced. A Precariat Charter discusses how rights - political, civil, social and
economic - have been denied to the Precariat, and argues for the importance of redeﬁning our social contract around notions of associational freedom, agency and the commons.

THE ETHICS AND ECONOMICS OF THE BASIC INCOME GUARANTEE
Routledge Governments in the US, the UK and other nations around the world routinely consider and, in some cases, experiment with reforms of their income support systems. The
basic income guarantee, a universal unconditional income grant, has received increasing attention from scholars as an alternative to the kinds of reforms that have been
implemented. This book explores the political, sociological, economic, and philosophical issues of the basic income guarantee. Tracing the history of the idea, from its origins in the
late eighteenth century through its political vogue in the 1970s, when the Family Assistance Plan narrowly missed passage in the US Congress, it also examines the philosophical
debate over the issue. The book is designed to foster a climate of ideas amongst those speciﬁcally interested in the income support policies and more widely for those concerned
with public, welfare and labour economics. Its coverage will enable readers to obtain an in depth grounding in the topic, regardless of their position in the debate.

UNIVERSAL BASIC INCOME: DEBATE AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT
International Monetary Fund This paper discusses the deﬁnition and modelling of a universal basic income (UBI). After clarifying the debate about what a UBI is and presenting the
arguments in favor and against, an analytical approach for its assessment is proposed. The adoption of a UBI as a policy tool is discussed with regard to the policy objectives
(shaped by social preferences) it is designed to achieve. Key design dimensions to be considered include: coverage, generosity of the program, overall progressivity of the policy,
and its ﬁnancing.

THE DOCTOR'S KITCHEN
HarperThorsons 'I'm just a straight-talking NHS doctor lending my unbiased opinion on healthy eating and showing everybody how to get phenomenal ingredients on their plates
everyday.' Dr Rupy Aujla's ﬁrst cookbook, The Doctor's Kitchen, is the go-to book to help you kick unhealthy faddy diets for good. In the book, Rupy, explains the principles of
healthy living in a fun and relatable way with over 100 vibrant, tasty recipes steeped in medical science which are easy and inexpensive to make. The impact of lifestyle on illness
has never been higher on the national agenda and Rupy believes that what we choose to put on our plates is the most important health intervention we can make. The Doctor's
Kitchen stands out from the crowd by using medical knowledge to create the recipes. Rupy advocates Plates over Pills every time and he is living proof that what you eat can shift
medical outcomes as he overhauled his own heart condition by addressing his diet and creating his own delicious food that he now shares in this book. Infused with ﬂavours from
around the world, this tasty selection of everyday meals makes healthy eating an absolute pleasure.
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BASIC INCOME GUARANTEE AND POLITICS
INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCES AND PERSPECTIVES ON THE VIABILITY OF INCOME GUARANTEE
Palgrave Macmillan This exciting and timely collection brings together international and national scholars and advocates to provide historical overviews of eﬀorts to pass basic income
guarantee legislation in their respective countries and/or across regions of the globe. Contributing authors address speciﬁc substantive issues such as: who were the main people
and groups involved in support of or against such legislative eﬀorts; what were the main reasons for the success or failure of BIG-related initiatives to date; and what the prospects
are for the future. Countries discussed include Australia, Finland, Germany, Iran, Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, Spain, the UK, and the US.
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